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complexity in software systems is a major factor driving development and maintenance costs to

master this complexity software is divided into modules that can be developed and tested

separately in order to support this separation of modules each module should provide a clean

and concise public interface therefore the ability to selectively hide functionality using access

control is an important feature in a programming language intended for complex software

systems software systems are increasingly distributed adding not only to their inherent complexity

but also presenting security challenges the object capability approach addresses these

challenges by defining language properties providing only minimal capabilities to objects one

programming language that is based on the object capability approach is newspeak a dynamic

programming language designed for modularity and security the newspeak specification

describes access control as one of newspeak s properties because it is a requirement for the

object capability approach however access control as defined in the newspeak specification is

currently not enforced in its implementation this work introduces an access control

implementation for newspeak enabling the security of object capabilities and enhancing

modularity we describe our implementation of access control for newspeak we adapted the

runtime environment the reflective system the compiler toolchain and the virtual machine finally

we describe a migration strategy for the existing newspeak code base so that our access control

implementation can be integrated with minimal effort explore advanced net apis and create a

basic net core library with dynamic code generation and metadata inspection to be used by other

libraries or client applications this book starts with the benefits of net including its fundamental

tasks and tools where you will learn net sdk tools and the ildasm tool this is followed by a

detailed discussion on code generation in net api programming along the way you will learn how

to build a programming model through a code generator tool and metadata inspector tool using

net version information for net assembly and binary code exploring the net core 3 0 runtime

covers the features of microsoft visual studio 2019 using a tutorial and shows you how to create

a net core 3 0 application here you will configure and deploy your net projects along with meta

packages and see some do s and don ts finally you will compare the features of net core 3 0

with the net framework library and its gui frameworks after reading this book you will be able to

work in a net 3 0 environment and program for its two advanced features code generation and

metadata inspection what you will learn understand the inner workings of an assembly s

structural organizationwork with reflection through the net core platformcarry out dynamic code
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generation using the net core api s code document model codedom use the metadata

mechanism of the net core platform who this book is for software developers and engineers

using net and or the net core platform and tools the net framework provides a runtime

environment called the common language runtime which manages the execution of code and

provides services that make the development of robust software easier the common language

runtime clr provides a solid foundation for developers to build various types of applications

whether a developer is writing an asp net application a windows forms application a service a

mobile code application a distributed application or an application that combines several of these

application models the clr provides huge benefits such as simplified development and the ability

to integrate code written in various languages this book is a high end comprehensive reference

to the capability of the clr the samples in the book have been written so that they not only

illustrate a principle but give the reader a springboard to quickly translate the sample to practical

real world applications after reading this book readers will be able to significantly increase their

productivity by comfortably using the power and expressiveness of the common language runtime

in their applications this book will take the reader beyond the syntax of c to using and

understanding the clr to build secure maintainable and high performance applications this book

constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international workshop on advanced parallel

processing technologies appt 2007 held in guangzhou china in november 2007 the 78 revised full

papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 346 submissions all current aspects

in parallel and distributed computing are addressed ranging from hardware and software issues

to algorithmic aspects and advanced applications the papers are organized in topical sections

this book presents 11 tutorial lectures by leading researchers given at the 12th edition of the

international school on formal methods for the design of computer communication and software

systems sfm 2012 held in bertinoro italy in june 2012 sfm 2012 was devoted to model driven

engineering and covered several topics including modeling languages model transformations

functional and performance modeling and analysis and model evolution management artificial

intelligence ai enables computers and machines to mimic the perception learning problem solving

and decision making capabilities of the human mind ai development is made possible by the

availability of large amounts of data and the corresponding development and wide availability of

computer systems that can process all that data faster and more accurately than humans can

what happens if you infuse ai with a world class database management system such as ibm db2

ibm has done just that with db2 ai for z os db2zai db2zai is built to infuse ai and data science to

assist businesses in the use of ai to develop applications more easily with db2zai the following

benefits are realized data science functionality better built applications improved database

performance and dba s time and efforts are saved through simplification and automation of error
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reporting and routine tasks machine learning ml optimizer to improve query access paths and

reduce the need for manual tuning and query optimization integrated data access that makes

data available from various vendors including private cloud providers this ibm redpaper

publication helps to simplify your installation by tailoring and configuration of db2 ai for z os it

was written for system programmers system administrators and database administrators virtual

hands on learning labs allow you to apply your technical skills using live hardware and software

hosted in the cloud so sybex has bundled comptia linux labs from practice labs the it competency

hub with our popular comptia linux study guide fourth edition working in these labs gives you the

same experience you need to prepare for the comptia linux exam xk0 004 that you would face in

a real life setting used in addition to the book the labs are a proven way to prepare for the

certification and for work in the it and cybersecurity fields where linux is fundamental to modern

systems and security this is your one stop resource for complete coverage of exam xk0 004

covering 100 of all exam objectives you ll prepare for the exam smarter and faster with sybex

thanks to superior content including assessment tests that check exam readiness objective map

real world scenarios hands on exercises key topic exam essentials and challenging chapter

review questions linux is viewed by many organizations and companies as an excellent low cost

secure alternative to expensive oss such as microsoft windows and is crucial to today s server

and cloud infrastructure the comptia linux exam tests a candidate s understanding and familiarity

with the linux as the linux server market share continues to grow so too does demand for

qualified and certified linux administrators building on the popular sybex study guide approach

this book will provide 100 coverage of the new linux exam xk0 004 objectives the book contains

clear and concise information on all linux administration topic and includes practical examples

and insights drawn from real world experience hardware and system configuration systems

operation and maintenance security linux troubleshooting and diagnostics automation and

scripting you ll also have access to an online test bank including a bonus practice exam

electronic flashcards and a searchable pdf of key terms and with this edition you also get

practice labs virtual labs that run from your browser the registration code is included with the

book and gives you 6 months unlimited access to practice labs comptia linux exam xk0 004 labs

with 65 unique lab modules to practice your skills パソコンを使っていると 趣味や仕事で頻繁に行なう操作に複

雑な手順が必要だったり 以前のwindowsではできたことが現行バージョンではできなくなっていたりと 不便を感じる場面が

しばしばあります そんなときは自分に合うフリーソフトを探してみてください 単機能に特化した簡潔なものから 繰り返し作

業の手間を軽減する実用的なもの 市販ソフトに匹敵するほど万能で完成度の高いものまで 世界には膨大な数のフリーソフトが

存在しています 本書は オンラインソフトを紹介する老舗サイ 窓の杜 と連動して 記事アクセス数 ダウンロード数をもとに独

自のランキングを作成 人気上位のソフトを中心に400本以上掲載しています きっ これは と思えるソフトに出会えるはずです

電子版にdvd romは付属しません 発行 インプレス ada practitioners should use this document to discuss
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and establish common short term requirements for ada runtime environments the major current

ada runtime environment issues are identified through the analysis of some of the ada efforts at

nasa and other research centers the runtime environment characteristics of major compilers are

compared while alternate runtime implementations are reviewed modifications and extensions to

the ada language reference manual to address some of these runtime issues are proposed three

classes of projects focusing on the most critical runtime features of ada are recommended

including a range of immediately feasible full scale ada development projects also a list of

runtime features and procurement issues is proposed for consideration by the vendors

contractors and the government roy daniel m and wilke randall w ada programming language

computer networks run time computers compilers computer systems design computer systems

performance a practical handbook packed with expert advice on architectural considerations for

designing solutions using sap btp to drive digital innovation purchase of the print or kindle book

includes a free ebook in the pdf format key featuresguide your customers with proven

architectural strategies and considerations on sap btptackle challenges in building process and

data integration across complex and hybrid landscapesdiscover sap btp services including

visualizations practical business scenarios and morebook description sap btp is the foundation of

sap s intelligent and sustainable enterprise vision for its customers it s efficient agile and an

enabler of innovation it s technically robust yet its superpower is its business centricity if you re

involved in building it and business strategies it s essential to familiarize yourself with sap btp to

see the big picture for digitalization with sap solutions similarly if you have design responsibilities

for enterprise solutions learning sap btp is crucial to produce effective and complete architecture

designs this book teaches you about sap btp in five parts first you ll see how sap btp is

positioned in the intelligent enterprise in the second part you ll learn the foundational elements of

sap btp and find out how it operates the next part covers integration architecture guidelines

integration strategy considerations and integration styles with sap s integration technologies later

you ll learn how to use application development capabilities to extend enterprise solutions for

innovation and agility this part also includes digital experience and process automation

capabilities the last part covers how sap btp can facilitate data to value use cases to produce

actionable business insights by the end of this sap book you ll be able to architect solutions

using sap btp to deliver high business value what you will learnexplore value propositions and

business processes enabled by sap s intelligent and sustainable enterpriseunderstand sap btp s

foundational elements such as commercial and account modelsdiscover services that can be part

of solution designs to fulfill non functional requirementsget to grips with integration and

extensibility services for building robust solutionsunderstand what sap btp offers for digital

experience and process automationexplore data to value services that can help manage data
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and build analytics use caseswho this book is for this sap guide is for technical architects

solutions architects and enterprise architects working with sap solutions to drive digital

transformation and innovation with sap btp some it background and an understanding of basic

cloud concepts is assumed working knowledge of the sap ecosystem will also be beneficial

comprehensive cross disciplinary coverage of smart grid issues from global expert researchers

and practitioners this definitive reference meets the need for a large scale high quality work

reference in smart grid engineering which is pivotal in the development of a low carbon energy

infrastructure including a total of 83 articles across 3 volumes the smart grid handbook is

organized in to 6 sections vision and drivers transmission distribution smart meters and

customers information and communications technology and socio economic issues key features

written by a team representing smart grid r d technology deployment standards industry practice

and socio economic aspects vision and drivers covers the vision definitions evolution and global

development of the smart grid as well as new technologies and standards the transmission

section discusses industry practice operational experience standards cyber security and grid

codes the distribution section introduces distribution systems and the system configurations in

different countries and different load areas served by the grid the smart meters and customers

section assesses how smart meters enable the customers to interact with the power grid socio

economic issues and information and communications technology requirements are covered in

dedicated articles the smart grid handbook will meet the need for a high quality reference work to

support advanced study and research in the field of electrical power generation transmission and

distribution it will be an essential reference for regulators and government officials testing

laboratories and certification organizations and engineers and researchers in smart grid related

industries the expert guidance you need to get the most out of access 2010 get the access 2010

information you need to succeed with this comprehensive reference if this is your first encounter

with access you ll appreciate the thorough attention to database fundamentals and terminology if

you re familiar with earlier versions you can jump right into access 2010 enhancements such as

the new access user interface and wider use of xml and services takes you under the hood of

microsoft access 2010 the database application included with microsoft office 2010 explores the

latest enhancements such as a new user interface and wider use of xml and services also how

to exchange data with word excel powerpoint and other office apps covers how to create tables

manipulate datasheets and work with multiple tables explains the seven database objects and

how to use a seven step design method to build a database tailored to your needs shows you

how to build forms use visual basic and the vba editor automate query parameters create

functions and subroutines use xml to create data access pages and more includes a cd with all

source code from the book and working examples plus bonus shareware freeware trial demo and
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evaluation programs that work with or enhance microsoft office you ll want to keep this soup to

nuts access reference close at hand note cd rom dvd and other supplementary materials are not

included as part of ebook file embedded internet and internet appliances are the focus of great

attention in the computing industry as they are seen as the future of computing the design of

such devices presents many technical challenges this book is the first guide available that

describes how to design internet access and communications capabilities into embedded systems

it takes an integrated hardware software approach using the java programming language and

industry standard microcontrollers numerous illustrations and code examples enliven the text this

book shows how to build various sensors and control devices that connect to the tini interfaces

explains how to write programs that control them in java and then ties them all together in

practical applications included is a discussion on how these technologies work where to get

detailed specifications and ideas for the reader to pursue beyond the book the first guide to

designing internet access and communications capabilities into embedded systems takes an

integrated hardware software approach using the java programming language an industry

standard google app engine makes it easy to create a web application that can serve millions of

people as easily as serving hundreds with minimal up front investment with programming google

app engine google engineer dan sanderson provides practical guidance for designing and

developing your application on google s vast infrastructure using app engine s scalable services

and simple development model through clear and concise instructions you ll learn how to get the

most out of app engine s nearly unlimited computing power this second edition is fully updated

and expanded to cover python 2 7 and java 6 support multithreading asynchronous service apis

and the use of frameworks such as django 1 3 and webapp2 understand how app engine

handles web requests and executes application code learn about new datastore features for

queries and indexes transactions and data modeling create manipulate and serve large data files

with the blobstore use task queues to parallelize and distribute computation across the

infrastructure employ scalable services for email instant messaging and communicating with web

services track resource consumption and optimize your application for speed and cost

effectiveness this open access book summarises the latest developments on data management

in the eu h2020 envriplus project which brought together more than 20 environmental and earth

science research infrastructures into a single community it provides readers with a systematic

overview of the common challenges faced by research infrastructures and how a reference model

guided engineering approach can be used to achieve greater interoperability among such

infrastructures in the environmental and earth sciences the 20 contributions in this book are

structured in 5 parts on the design development deployment operation and use of research

infrastructures part one provides an overview of the state of the art of research infrastructure and
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relevant e infrastructure technologies part two discusses the reference model guided engineering

approach the third part presents the software and tools developed for common data management

challenges the fourth part demonstrates the software via several use cases and the last part

discusses the sustainability and future directions this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed

proceedings of the 47th international conference on objects components models and patterns

tools europe 2009 held in zurich switzerland in june july 2009 tools has played a major role in the

spread of object oriented and component technologies it has now broadened its scope beyond

the original topics of object technology and component based development to encompass all

modern practical approaches to software development at the same time tools has kept its

traditional spirit of technical excellence its acclaimed focus on practicality its well proven

combination of theory and applications and its reliance on the best experts from academia and

industry the 17 regular papers and two short papers presented in this book together with two

invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 67 submissions the topics covered in

this volume are reflection and aspects models theory components monitoring and systems

generation th caise 2004 was the 16 in the series of international conferences on advanced

information systems engineering in the year 2004 the conference was hosted by the faculty of

computer science and information technology riga technical university latvia since the late 1980s

the caise conferences have provided a forum for the presentation and exchange of research

results and practical experiences within the eld of information systems engineering the

conference theme of caise 2004 was knowledge and model driven information systems

engineering for networked organizations modern businesses and it systems are facing an ever

more complex en ronment characterized by openness variety and change organizations are

coming less self su cient and increasingly dependent on business partners and other actors

these trends call for openness of business as well as it systems i e the ability to connect and

interoperate with other systems furthermore organizations are experiencing ever more variety in

their business in all c ceivable dimensions the di erent competencies required by the workforce

are multiplying in the same way the variety in technology is overwhelming with a multitude of

languages platforms devices standards and products moreover organizations need to manage an

environment that is constantly changing and where lead times product life cycles and partner

relationships are shortening thedemandofhavingtoconstantlyadaptittochangingtechnologiesandbu

ness practices has resulted in the birth of new ideas which may have a profound impact on the

information systems engineering practices in future years such as autonomic computing

component and services marketplaces and dynamically generated software keine angaben in

many systems scalability becomes the primary driver as the user base grows attractive features

and high utility breed success which brings more requests to handle and more data to manage
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but organizations reach a tipping point when design decisions that made sense under light loads

suddenly become technical debt this practical book covers design approaches and technologies

that make it possible to scale an application quickly and cost effectively author ian gorton takes

software architects and developers through the foundational principles of distributed systems you

ll explore the essential ingredients of scalable solutions including replication state management

load balancing and caching specific chapters focus on the implications of scalability for databases

microservices and event based streaming systems you will focus on foundations of scalable

systems learn basic design principles of scalability its costs and architectural tradeoffs designing

scalable services dive into service design caching asynchronous messaging serverless

processing and microservices designing scalable data systems learn data system fundamentals

nosql databases and eventual consistency versus strong consistency designing scalable

streaming systems explore stream processing systems and scalable event driven processing

mastering cloud computing is designed for undergraduate students learning to develop cloud

computing applications tomorrow s applications won t live on a single computer but will be

deployed from and reside on a virtual server accessible anywhere any time tomorrow s

application developers need to understand the requirements of building apps for these virtual

systems including concurrent programming high performance computing and data intensive

systems the book introduces the principles of distributed and parallel computing underlying cloud

architectures and specifically focuses on virtualization thread programming task programming and

map reduce programming there are examples demonstrating all of these and more with exercises

and labs throughout explains how to make design choices and tradeoffs to consider when

building applications to run in a virtual cloud environment real world case studies include

scientific business and energy efficiency considerations this book constitutes the refereed

proceedings of the 7th german conference on multiagent systems technologies mates 2009 held

in hamburg germany in september 2009 colocated with the 10th international workshop on

computational logic in multi agent systems clima x and the 5th international workshop on

modelling of objects components and agents moca 2009 the 14 revised full papers 10 short

papers and 5 exhibition papers presented together with one invited talk were carefully reviewed

and selected from 44 submissions the papers present and discuss the latest advances of

research and development in the area of autonomous agents and multiagent systems ranging

from theoretical and methodological issues to applications in various fields 作ってわかる スマートフォ

ンアプリ制作 はじめてのandroidアプリ作りから google playでのアプリ配信まで 無料公開のapp inventorで 実際にア

プリを作りながら入門しましょう 豊富なサンプルには twitterでつぶやくものやgoogleマップで帰路を探すものも 話題

のwebサービスにも挑戦しよう 第1部基本編 app inventorの基本 app inventorとは app inventorの環境作り はじめ

てのアプリ作り 第2部レシピ編 app inventorレシピ クイズアプリを作ろう らく顔アプリを作ろう もぐらたたきアプリを作
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ろう つぶやきアプリを作ろう プログラミングのタネ 戻ってくるぞ アプリを作ろう 商品検索アプリを作ろう 商品検索つぶや

きアプリを作ろう 第3部公開編 アプリの公開方法とトラブルシューティング アプリの公開方法 トラブルシューティング 自分

のapp inventorサーバーを作ろう 第4部資料編 デザイナとブロックエディタで使える部品リスト デザイナで使える部品の解

説 ブロックエディタで使える部品の解説 quickly deliver microservices with codecommit codebuild

codedeploy and codepipeline using software architecture patterns microservices and release

pipelines purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key features learn

software architecture and microservices design patterns from an aws certified professional

architect develop microservices using spring boot and automate the release using codepipeline

deploy microservices using codedeploy to ec2 instances containers and on premises book

descriptionreliable automation is crucial for any code change going into production a release

pipeline enables you to deliver features for your users efficiently and promptly aws codepipeline

with its powerful integration and automation capabilities of building testing and deployment offers

a unique solution to common software delivery issues such as outages during deployment a lack

of standard delivery mechanisms and challenges faced in creating sustainable pipelines you ll

begin by developing a java microservice and using aws services such as codecommit

codeartifact and codeguru to manage and review the source code you ll then learn to use the

aws codebuild service to build code and deploy it to aws infrastructure and container services

using the codedeploy service as you advance you ll find out how to provision cloud infrastructure

using cloudformation templates and terraform the concluding chapters will show you how to

combine all these aws services to create a reliable and automated codepipeline for delivering

microservices from source code check in to deployment without any downtime finally you ll

discover how to integrate aws codepipeline with third party services such as bitbucket blazemeter

snyk and jenkins by the end of this microservices book you ll have gained the hands on skills to

build release pipelines for your applications what you will learn understand the basics of

architecture patterns and microservice development get to grips with the continuous integration

and continuous delivery of microservices delve into automated infrastructure provisioning with

cloudformation and terraform explore codecommit codebuild codedeploy and codepipeline

services get familiarized with automated code reviews and profiling using codeguru grasp aws

lambda function basics and automated deployment using codepipeline understand docker basics

and automated deployment to ecs and eks explore the codepipeline integration with jenkins

pipeline and on premises deployment who this book is for this book is for software architects

devops engineers sres and cloud engineers who want to learn more about automating their

release pipelines for modifying features and releasing updates prior knowledge of aws cloud java

maven and git will help you to get the most out of this book cisco systems product release

specialist michael bays organizes the process and the book into six key elements source code
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control product build testing and defect tracking code integration techniques software change

management and release engineering bays presents detailed coverage in every area much of

which has never appeared in a book before better yet he shows how how every stage can be

integrated into a single coherent process that delivers improved quality faster than the haphazard

approaches most companies use today the book is full of well thought out solutions to the

problems you re most likely to encounter and the solutions are scalable so even the smallest

company can benefit from them this volume constitutes the proceedings of the 22nd international

conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2009 which was held during august

17 20 2009 in munich germany tphols covers all aspects of theorem proving in higher order

logics as well as related topics in theorem proving and veri cation there were 55 papers

submitted to tphols 2009 in the full research c egory each of which was refereed by at least three

reviewers selected by the programcommittee of these submissions 26 researchpapers and 1

proofpearl were accepted for presentation at the conference and publication in this v ume in

keeping with longstanding tradition tphols 2009 also o ered a venue for the presentation of

emerging trends where researchers invited discussion by means of a brief introductory talk and

then discussed their work at a poster session a supplementary proceedings volume was

published as a 2009 technical report of the technische universit at munc hen the organizers are

grateful to david basin john harrison and wolfram schulte for agreeing to give invited talks we

also invited four tool devel ers to give tutorials about their systems the following speakers kindly

accepted our invitation and we are grateful to them john harrison hol light adam naumowicz

mizar ulf norell agda and carsten schur mann twelf over the last fifty plus years the increased

complexity and speed of integrated circuits have radically changed our world today

semiconductor manufacturing is perhaps the most important segment of the global manufacturing

sector as the semiconductor industry has become more competitive improving planning and

control has become a key factor for business success this book is devoted to production planning

and control problems in semiconductor wafer fabrication facilities it is the first book that takes a

comprehensive look at the role of modeling analysis and related information systems for such

manufacturing systems the book provides an operations research and computer science based

introduction into this important field of semiconductor manufacturing related research this book

constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th international workshop on groupware criwg 2003

held in autrans france in september 2003 the 30 revised full papers presented together with an

invited keynote paper were carefully reviewed and selected from 84 submissions the papers are

organized in topical sections on workspaces and groupware infrastructure tailoring groupware

evaluation flexible workflow cscl awareness supporting collaborative processes workflow

management systems context in groupware supporting communities 本書は programming microsoft
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asp net 4 microsoft press 2011 を翻訳したもので asp netのコアテクノロジーを解説しています asp netの仕組み

asp netで何ができるか asp netで行うべきことと行うべきでないこと およびその理由を説明するほか asp netの構成情

報 iisとの連携 asp netアプリケーションのデザインパターン ajaxおよびjqueryといったクライアントサイドテクノロジー

も解説しています czarnecki explores and provides concrete examples for using the features of java s

unicode to create internationalized graphical user interfaces to correctly format currency dates

times and numbers and to ensure font support for different languages this guide addresses

creating internationalized applications using servlets and java serverpages work practices and

organizational processes vary widely and evolve constantly the technological infrastructure has to

follow allowing or even supporting these changes traditional approaches to software engineering

reach their limits whenever the full spectrum of user requirements cannot be anticipated or the

frequency of changes makes software reengineering cycles too clumsy to address all the needs

of a specific field of application moreover the increasing importance of infrastructural aspects

particularly the mutual dependencies between technologies usages and domain competencies

calls for a differentiation of roles beyond the classical user designer dichotomy end user

development eud addresses these issues by offering lightweight use time support which allows

users to configure adapt and evolve their software by themselves eud is understood as a set of

methods techniques and tools that allow users of software systems who are acting as non

professional software developers to 1 create modify or extend a software artifact while

programming activities by non professional actors are an essential focus eud also investigates

related activities such as collective understanding and sense making of use problems and

solutions the interaction among end users with regard to the introduction and diffusion of new

configurations or delegation patterns that may also partly involve professional designers the

increasing complexity of manufacturing systems as well as the overall demands for flexible and

fault tolerant control of production processes stimulates among many others two key emerging

technologies that are already making an important breakthrough in the field of intelligent

manufacturing control and diagnostics these two paradigms are the holonic approach based on

the event driven control strategy usually aimed at modular control systems that are directly

physically linked with the manufacturing hardware equipment and the multi agent approach

developed in the area of distributed information processing the research communities working in

both these fields are approaching the problem of intelligent manufacturing from different

viewpoints and until recently to a certain extent in an independent way we can however observe

quite a clear convergence of these fields in the last few years the communities have started to

cooperate joining efforts to solve the painful problems involved in achieving effective industrial

practice we can see convergence in the terminology standards and methods being applied

organic computing has emerged as a challenging vision for future information processing systems
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its basis is the insight that we will increasingly be surrounded by and depend on large collections

of autonomous systems which are equipped with sensors and actuators aware of their

environment communicating freely and organising themselves in order to perform actions and

services required by the users these networks of intelligent systems surrounding us open

fascinating ap plication areas and at the same time bear the problem of their controllability hence

we have to construct such systems as robust safe flexible and trustworthy as possible in

particular a strong orientation towards human needs as opposed to a pure implementation of the

tech nologically possible seems absolutely central the technical systems which can achieve these

goals will have to exhibit life like or organic properties organic computing systems adapt

dynamically to their current environmental conditions in order to cope with unexpected or

undesired events they are self organising self configuring self optimising self healing self

protecting self explaining and context aware while offering complementary interfaces for higher

level directives with respect to the desired behaviour first steps towards adaptive and self

organising computer systems are being undertaken adaptivity reconfigurability emergence of new

properties and self organisation are hot top ics in a variety of research groups worldwide this

book summarises the results of a 6 year priority research program spp of the german research

foundation dfg addressing these fundamental challenges in the design of organic computing

systems it presents and discusses the theoretical foundations of organic computing basic

methods and tools learning techniques used in this context architectural patterns and many

applications the final outlook shows that in the mean time organic computing ideas have

spawned a variety of promising new projects this two volume set constitutes the proceedings of

the third conference on creativity in intellectual technologies and data science cit ds 2019 held in

volgograd russia in september 2019 the 67 full papers 1 short paper and 3 keynote papers

presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 231 submissions the papers are organized

in topical sections in the two volumes part i cyber physical systems and big data driven world

part ii artificial intelligence and deep learning technologies for creative tasks intelligent

technologies in social engineering developers with the ability to operate troubleshoot and monitor

applications in kubernetes are in high demand today to meet this need the cloud native

computing foundation created a certification exam to establish a developer s credibility and value

in the job market for work in a kubernetes environment the certified kubernetes application

developer ckad exam format is different from the typical multiple choice format of other

certifications instead the ckad is performance based and requires deep knowledge under

immense time pressure updated to reflect revisions to the official curriculum made in september

2022 this revised study guide takes you through all the topics you need to fully prepare for the

exam author benjamin muschko also shares his personal experience and tips learn when and
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how to apply kubernetes s concepts to manage an application understand the objectives abilities

tips and tricks needed to pass the ckad exam explore the ins and outs of the kubectl command

line tool solve real world kubernetes problems in a hands on command line environment navigate

and solve questions during the ckad exam new topics include deployment strategies the helm

package manager resources that extend kubernetes crd building container images and more this

practical guide shows intermediate and advanced web and mobile app developers how to build

highly scalable python applications in the cloud with google app engine the flagship of google s

cloud platform app engine hosts your app on infrastructure that grows automatically with your

traffic minimizing up front costs and accommodating unexpected visitors you ll learn hands on

how to perform common development tasks with app engine services and development tools

including deployment and maintenance app engine s python support includes a fast python 2 7

interpreter the standard library and a wsgi based runtime environment choose from many popular

web application frameworks including django and flask get a hands on introduction to app engine

s tools and features using an example application simulate app engine on your development

machine with tools from google cloud sdk structure your app into individually addressable

modules each with its own scaling configuration exploit the power of the scalable cloud datastore

using queries transactions and data modeling with the ndb library use cloud sql for standard

relational databases with app engine applications learn how to deploy manage and inspect your

application on google infrastructure this book is an invaluable companion when tackling a wide

range of visual basic 2005 problems it meets your need for fast effective solutions to the

difficulties you encounter in your coding projects the book collates these problems and explains

their available solutions these one stop solutions have been chosen with professional developers

in mind and feature a careful balance of code and text the code gives you everything you need

to solve the problem at hand while the accompanying text carefully explains how it solves your

problem and more importantly why it works the way it does この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを

備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能

が使用できません 電子版には冊子付録のコンテンツも収録しておりますが 綴込みdvd rom付録の収録はございません ただ

しdvd romに収録したコンテンツの一部 記事で利用したプログラムなど は読者限定サイトからダウンロードしてご利用いた

だけます 電子化にあたり 著作権 使用権のない記事 写真 図表は掲載しておりません また 紙の本に付録が付いている場合 電

子書籍 雑誌には含まれないこともあります 予めご了承ください 特集1 linuxだからできること100 linuxだからできる特別

な遊び方が大集合 コンテンツの創作から配信まで全部楽しむ snsやスマホ 外部のパソコンと何でも連携 容量不足とデータ消

滅の不安を解消 とことんコマンドにこだわりスピード処理 ハードもソフトも自分好みにチューンアップ 悪い奴らも諦める強

固な防壁を構築 会社や自宅で誰とでもスムーズな意思疎通 特集2 webで試せる人工知能 チャットボット 音声読み上げ 画像

認識を提供するamazonai 性格判断やニュース分析にも対応 githubが充実したwatson 5分野30種の多様なapiがあ

るmicrosoft cognitive services 特集3 黒板消しの置き方で記録を始める ホワイトボード撮影マシン in clearly
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written chapters you will be guided through different aspects of oracle application express varying

from setting up your environment to maximizing sql and pl sql examples are given based on a

simple but appealing case this book is filled with best practices on how to make the most of

oracle apex developers beginning with application development as well as those who are

experienced will benefit from this book you will need to have basic knowledge of sql and pl sql to

follow the examples in this book the industrial information technology handbook focuses on

existing and emerging industrial applications of it and on evolving trends that are driven by the

needs of companies and by industry led consortia and organizations emphasizing fast growing

areas that have major impacts on industrial automation and enterprise integration the handbook

covers topics such as industrial communication technology sensors and embedded systems the

book is organized into two parts part 1 presents material covering new and quickly evolving

aspects of it part 2 introduces cutting edge areas of industrial it the handbook presents material

in the form of tutorials surveys and technology overviews combining fundamentals and advanced

issues with articles grouped into sections for a cohesive and comprehensive presentation the text

contains 112 contributed reports by industry experts from government companies at the forefront

of development and some of the most renowned academic and research institutions worldwide

several of the reports on recent developments actual deployments and trends cover subject

matter presented to the public for the first time this book constitutes the strictly refereed post

workshop proceedings of the international workshop on job scheduling strategies for parallel

processing held in conjunction with ipps 96 symposium in honolulu hawaii in april 1996 the book

presents 15 thoroughly revised full papers accepted for inclusion on the basis of the reports of at

least five program committee members the volume is a highly competent contribution to

advancing the state of the art in the area of job scheduling for parallel supercomputers among

the topics addressed are job scheduler workload evolution gang scheduling multiprocessor

scheduling parallel processor allocation and distributed memory environments



Extending a dynamic programming language and runtime environment with access control

2016-11-09 complexity in software systems is a major factor driving development and

maintenance costs to master this complexity software is divided into modules that can be

developed and tested separately in order to support this separation of modules each module

should provide a clean and concise public interface therefore the ability to selectively hide

functionality using access control is an important feature in a programming language intended for

complex software systems software systems are increasingly distributed adding not only to their

inherent complexity but also presenting security challenges the object capability approach

addresses these challenges by defining language properties providing only minimal capabilities to

objects one programming language that is based on the object capability approach is newspeak

a dynamic programming language designed for modularity and security the newspeak

specification describes access control as one of newspeak s properties because it is a

requirement for the object capability approach however access control as defined in the

newspeak specification is currently not enforced in its implementation this work introduces an

access control implementation for newspeak enabling the security of object capabilities and

enhancing modularity we describe our implementation of access control for newspeak we

adapted the runtime environment the reflective system the compiler toolchain and the virtual

machine finally we describe a migration strategy for the existing newspeak code base so that our

access control implementation can be integrated with minimal effort

Exploring the .NET Core 3.0 Runtime 2019-09-06 explore advanced net apis and create a basic

net core library with dynamic code generation and metadata inspection to be used by other

libraries or client applications this book starts with the benefits of net including its fundamental

tasks and tools where you will learn net sdk tools and the ildasm tool this is followed by a

detailed discussion on code generation in net api programming along the way you will learn how

to build a programming model through a code generator tool and metadata inspector tool using

net version information for net assembly and binary code exploring the net core 3 0 runtime

covers the features of microsoft visual studio 2019 using a tutorial and shows you how to create

a net core 3 0 application here you will configure and deploy your net projects along with meta

packages and see some do s and don ts finally you will compare the features of net core 3 0

with the net framework library and its gui frameworks after reading this book you will be able to

work in a net 3 0 environment and program for its two advanced features code generation and

metadata inspection what you will learn understand the inner workings of an assembly s

structural organizationwork with reflection through the net core platformcarry out dynamic code

generation using the net core api s code document model codedom use the metadata

mechanism of the net core platform who this book is for software developers and engineers



using net and or the net core platform and tools

Net Common Language Runtime Unleashed 2002 the net framework provides a runtime

environment called the common language runtime which manages the execution of code and

provides services that make the development of robust software easier the common language

runtime clr provides a solid foundation for developers to build various types of applications

whether a developer is writing an asp net application a windows forms application a service a

mobile code application a distributed application or an application that combines several of these

application models the clr provides huge benefits such as simplified development and the ability

to integrate code written in various languages this book is a high end comprehensive reference

to the capability of the clr the samples in the book have been written so that they not only

illustrate a principle but give the reader a springboard to quickly translate the sample to practical

real world applications after reading this book readers will be able to significantly increase their

productivity by comfortably using the power and expressiveness of the common language runtime

in their applications this book will take the reader beyond the syntax of c to using and

understanding the clr to build secure maintainable and high performance applications

Advanced Parallel Processing Technologies 2007-11-07 this book constitutes the refereed

proceedings of the 7th international workshop on advanced parallel processing technologies appt

2007 held in guangzhou china in november 2007 the 78 revised full papers presented were

carefully reviewed and selected from 346 submissions all current aspects in parallel and

distributed computing are addressed ranging from hardware and software issues to algorithmic

aspects and advanced applications the papers are organized in topical sections

Formal Methods for Model-Driven Engineering 2012-06-26 this book presents 11 tutorial lectures

by leading researchers given at the 12th edition of the international school on formal methods for

the design of computer communication and software systems sfm 2012 held in bertinoro italy in

june 2012 sfm 2012 was devoted to model driven engineering and covered several topics

including modeling languages model transformations functional and performance modeling and

analysis and model evolution management

Installing and Configuring IBM Db2 AI for IBM z/OS v1.4.0 2022-01-04 artificial intelligence ai

enables computers and machines to mimic the perception learning problem solving and decision

making capabilities of the human mind ai development is made possible by the availability of

large amounts of data and the corresponding development and wide availability of computer

systems that can process all that data faster and more accurately than humans can what

happens if you infuse ai with a world class database management system such as ibm db2 ibm

has done just that with db2 ai for z os db2zai db2zai is built to infuse ai and data science to

assist businesses in the use of ai to develop applications more easily with db2zai the following



benefits are realized data science functionality better built applications improved database

performance and dba s time and efforts are saved through simplification and automation of error

reporting and routine tasks machine learning ml optimizer to improve query access paths and

reduce the need for manual tuning and query optimization integrated data access that makes

data available from various vendors including private cloud providers this ibm redpaper

publication helps to simplify your installation by tailoring and configuration of db2 ai for z os it

was written for system programmers system administrators and database administrators

CompTIA Linux+ Study Guide with Online Labs 2020-10-27 virtual hands on learning labs allow

you to apply your technical skills using live hardware and software hosted in the cloud so sybex

has bundled comptia linux labs from practice labs the it competency hub with our popular

comptia linux study guide fourth edition working in these labs gives you the same experience you

need to prepare for the comptia linux exam xk0 004 that you would face in a real life setting used

in addition to the book the labs are a proven way to prepare for the certification and for work in

the it and cybersecurity fields where linux is fundamental to modern systems and security this is

your one stop resource for complete coverage of exam xk0 004 covering 100 of all exam

objectives you ll prepare for the exam smarter and faster with sybex thanks to superior content

including assessment tests that check exam readiness objective map real world scenarios hands

on exercises key topic exam essentials and challenging chapter review questions linux is viewed

by many organizations and companies as an excellent low cost secure alternative to expensive

oss such as microsoft windows and is crucial to today s server and cloud infrastructure the

comptia linux exam tests a candidate s understanding and familiarity with the linux as the linux

server market share continues to grow so too does demand for qualified and certified linux

administrators building on the popular sybex study guide approach this book will provide 100

coverage of the new linux exam xk0 004 objectives the book contains clear and concise

information on all linux administration topic and includes practical examples and insights drawn

from real world experience hardware and system configuration systems operation and

maintenance security linux troubleshooting and diagnostics automation and scripting you ll also

have access to an online test bank including a bonus practice exam electronic flashcards and a

searchable pdf of key terms and with this edition you also get practice labs virtual labs that run

from your browser the registration code is included with the book and gives you 6 months

unlimited access to practice labs comptia linux exam xk0 004 labs with 65 unique lab modules to

practice your skills

無料でWindowsが快適になる鉄板フリーソフト2017「窓の杜」公式 2017-03-29 パソコンを使っていると 趣味や仕事

で頻繁に行なう操作に複雑な手順が必要だったり 以前のwindowsではできたことが現行バージョンではできなくなっていた

りと 不便を感じる場面がしばしばあります そんなときは自分に合うフリーソフトを探してみてください 単機能に特化した簡



潔なものから 繰り返し作業の手間を軽減する実用的なもの 市販ソフトに匹敵するほど万能で完成度の高いものまで 世界には

膨大な数のフリーソフトが存在しています 本書は オンラインソフトを紹介する老舗サイ 窓の杜 と連動して 記事アクセス数

ダウンロード数をもとに独自のランキングを作成 人気上位のソフトを中心に400本以上掲載しています きっ これは と思える

ソフトに出会えるはずです 電子版にdvd romは付属しません 発行 インプレス

ADA (Trademark) Projects at Nasa. Runtime Environment Issues and Recommendations

2018-11-18 ada practitioners should use this document to discuss and establish common short

term requirements for ada runtime environments the major current ada runtime environment

issues are identified through the analysis of some of the ada efforts at nasa and other research

centers the runtime environment characteristics of major compilers are compared while alternate

runtime implementations are reviewed modifications and extensions to the ada language

reference manual to address some of these runtime issues are proposed three classes of

projects focusing on the most critical runtime features of ada are recommended including a range

of immediately feasible full scale ada development projects also a list of runtime features and

procurement issues is proposed for consideration by the vendors contractors and the government

roy daniel m and wilke randall w ada programming language computer networks run time

computers compilers computer systems design computer systems performance

Architecting Solutions with SAP Business Technology Platform 2022-10-28 a practical handbook

packed with expert advice on architectural considerations for designing solutions using sap btp to

drive digital innovation purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free ebook in the pdf

format key featuresguide your customers with proven architectural strategies and considerations

on sap btptackle challenges in building process and data integration across complex and hybrid

landscapesdiscover sap btp services including visualizations practical business scenarios and

morebook description sap btp is the foundation of sap s intelligent and sustainable enterprise

vision for its customers it s efficient agile and an enabler of innovation it s technically robust yet

its superpower is its business centricity if you re involved in building it and business strategies it

s essential to familiarize yourself with sap btp to see the big picture for digitalization with sap

solutions similarly if you have design responsibilities for enterprise solutions learning sap btp is

crucial to produce effective and complete architecture designs this book teaches you about sap

btp in five parts first you ll see how sap btp is positioned in the intelligent enterprise in the

second part you ll learn the foundational elements of sap btp and find out how it operates the

next part covers integration architecture guidelines integration strategy considerations and

integration styles with sap s integration technologies later you ll learn how to use application

development capabilities to extend enterprise solutions for innovation and agility this part also

includes digital experience and process automation capabilities the last part covers how sap btp

can facilitate data to value use cases to produce actionable business insights by the end of this



sap book you ll be able to architect solutions using sap btp to deliver high business value what

you will learnexplore value propositions and business processes enabled by sap s intelligent and

sustainable enterpriseunderstand sap btp s foundational elements such as commercial and

account modelsdiscover services that can be part of solution designs to fulfill non functional

requirementsget to grips with integration and extensibility services for building robust

solutionsunderstand what sap btp offers for digital experience and process automationexplore

data to value services that can help manage data and build analytics use caseswho this book is

for this sap guide is for technical architects solutions architects and enterprise architects working

with sap solutions to drive digital transformation and innovation with sap btp some it background

and an understanding of basic cloud concepts is assumed working knowledge of the sap

ecosystem will also be beneficial

Smart Grid Handbook, 3 Volume Set 2016-08-01 comprehensive cross disciplinary coverage of

smart grid issues from global expert researchers and practitioners this definitive reference meets

the need for a large scale high quality work reference in smart grid engineering which is pivotal in

the development of a low carbon energy infrastructure including a total of 83 articles across 3

volumes the smart grid handbook is organized in to 6 sections vision and drivers transmission

distribution smart meters and customers information and communications technology and socio

economic issues key features written by a team representing smart grid r d technology

deployment standards industry practice and socio economic aspects vision and drivers covers the

vision definitions evolution and global development of the smart grid as well as new technologies

and standards the transmission section discusses industry practice operational experience

standards cyber security and grid codes the distribution section introduces distribution systems

and the system configurations in different countries and different load areas served by the grid

the smart meters and customers section assesses how smart meters enable the customers to

interact with the power grid socio economic issues and information and communications

technology requirements are covered in dedicated articles the smart grid handbook will meet the

need for a high quality reference work to support advanced study and research in the field of

electrical power generation transmission and distribution it will be an essential reference for

regulators and government officials testing laboratories and certification organizations and

engineers and researchers in smart grid related industries

Access 2010 Bible 2010-05-10 the expert guidance you need to get the most out of access

2010 get the access 2010 information you need to succeed with this comprehensive reference if

this is your first encounter with access you ll appreciate the thorough attention to database

fundamentals and terminology if you re familiar with earlier versions you can jump right into

access 2010 enhancements such as the new access user interface and wider use of xml and



services takes you under the hood of microsoft access 2010 the database application included

with microsoft office 2010 explores the latest enhancements such as a new user interface and

wider use of xml and services also how to exchange data with word excel powerpoint and other

office apps covers how to create tables manipulate datasheets and work with multiple tables

explains the seven database objects and how to use a seven step design method to build a

database tailored to your needs shows you how to build forms use visual basic and the vba

editor automate query parameters create functions and subroutines use xml to create data

access pages and more includes a cd with all source code from the book and working examples

plus bonus shareware freeware trial demo and evaluation programs that work with or enhance

microsoft office you ll want to keep this soup to nuts access reference close at hand note cd rom

dvd and other supplementary materials are not included as part of ebook file

Designing Embedded Internet Devices 2003 embedded internet and internet appliances are the

focus of great attention in the computing industry as they are seen as the future of computing the

design of such devices presents many technical challenges this book is the first guide available

that describes how to design internet access and communications capabilities into embedded

systems it takes an integrated hardware software approach using the java programming language

and industry standard microcontrollers numerous illustrations and code examples enliven the text

this book shows how to build various sensors and control devices that connect to the tini

interfaces explains how to write programs that control them in java and then ties them all

together in practical applications included is a discussion on how these technologies work where

to get detailed specifications and ideas for the reader to pursue beyond the book the first guide

to designing internet access and communications capabilities into embedded systems takes an

integrated hardware software approach using the java programming language an industry

standard

Programming Google App Engine 2012-10-11 google app engine makes it easy to create a web

application that can serve millions of people as easily as serving hundreds with minimal up front

investment with programming google app engine google engineer dan sanderson provides

practical guidance for designing and developing your application on google s vast infrastructure

using app engine s scalable services and simple development model through clear and concise

instructions you ll learn how to get the most out of app engine s nearly unlimited computing

power this second edition is fully updated and expanded to cover python 2 7 and java 6 support

multithreading asynchronous service apis and the use of frameworks such as django 1 3 and

webapp2 understand how app engine handles web requests and executes application code learn

about new datastore features for queries and indexes transactions and data modeling create

manipulate and serve large data files with the blobstore use task queues to parallelize and



distribute computation across the infrastructure employ scalable services for email instant

messaging and communicating with web services track resource consumption and optimize your

application for speed and cost effectiveness

Towards Interoperable Research Infrastructures for Environmental and Earth Sciences

2020-07-24 this open access book summarises the latest developments on data management in

the eu h2020 envriplus project which brought together more than 20 environmental and earth

science research infrastructures into a single community it provides readers with a systematic

overview of the common challenges faced by research infrastructures and how a reference model

guided engineering approach can be used to achieve greater interoperability among such

infrastructures in the environmental and earth sciences the 20 contributions in this book are

structured in 5 parts on the design development deployment operation and use of research

infrastructures part one provides an overview of the state of the art of research infrastructure and

relevant e infrastructure technologies part two discusses the reference model guided engineering

approach the third part presents the software and tools developed for common data management

challenges the fourth part demonstrates the software via several use cases and the last part

discusses the sustainability and future directions

Objects, Components, Models and Patterns 2009-06-29 this book constitutes the thoroughly

refereed proceedings of the 47th international conference on objects components models and

patterns tools europe 2009 held in zurich switzerland in june july 2009 tools has played a major

role in the spread of object oriented and component technologies it has now broadened its scope

beyond the original topics of object technology and component based development to encompass

all modern practical approaches to software development at the same time tools has kept its

traditional spirit of technical excellence its acclaimed focus on practicality its well proven

combination of theory and applications and its reliance on the best experts from academia and

industry the 17 regular papers and two short papers presented in this book together with two

invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 67 submissions the topics covered in

this volume are reflection and aspects models theory components monitoring and systems

generation

Advanced Information Systems Engineering 2004-08-18 th caise 2004 was the 16 in the series of

international conferences on advanced information systems engineering in the year 2004 the

conference was hosted by the faculty of computer science and information technology riga

technical university latvia since the late 1980s the caise conferences have provided a forum for

the presentation and exchange of research results and practical experiences within the eld of

information systems engineering the conference theme of caise 2004 was knowledge and model

driven information systems engineering for networked organizations modern businesses and it



systems are facing an ever more complex en ronment characterized by openness variety and

change organizations are coming less self su cient and increasingly dependent on business

partners and other actors these trends call for openness of business as well as it systems i e the

ability to connect and interoperate with other systems furthermore organizations are experiencing

ever more variety in their business in all c ceivable dimensions the di erent competencies

required by the workforce are multiplying in the same way the variety in technology is

overwhelming with a multitude of languages platforms devices standards and products moreover

organizations need to manage an environment that is constantly changing and where lead times

product life cycles and partner relationships are shortening

thedemandofhavingtoconstantlyadaptittochangingtechnologiesandbu ness practices has resulted

in the birth of new ideas which may have a profound impact on the information systems

engineering practices in future years such as autonomic computing component and services

marketplaces and dynamically generated software

Proceedings of the ... Ph. D. Retreat of the HPI Research School on Service-Oriented Systems

Engineering 2010 keine angaben

Foundations of Scalable Systems 2022-06-30 in many systems scalability becomes the primary

driver as the user base grows attractive features and high utility breed success which brings

more requests to handle and more data to manage but organizations reach a tipping point when

design decisions that made sense under light loads suddenly become technical debt this practical

book covers design approaches and technologies that make it possible to scale an application

quickly and cost effectively author ian gorton takes software architects and developers through

the foundational principles of distributed systems you ll explore the essential ingredients of

scalable solutions including replication state management load balancing and caching specific

chapters focus on the implications of scalability for databases microservices and event based

streaming systems you will focus on foundations of scalable systems learn basic design

principles of scalability its costs and architectural tradeoffs designing scalable services dive into

service design caching asynchronous messaging serverless processing and microservices

designing scalable data systems learn data system fundamentals nosql databases and eventual

consistency versus strong consistency designing scalable streaming systems explore stream

processing systems and scalable event driven processing

Mastering Cloud Computing 2013-04-05 mastering cloud computing is designed for

undergraduate students learning to develop cloud computing applications tomorrow s applications

won t live on a single computer but will be deployed from and reside on a virtual server

accessible anywhere any time tomorrow s application developers need to understand the

requirements of building apps for these virtual systems including concurrent programming high



performance computing and data intensive systems the book introduces the principles of

distributed and parallel computing underlying cloud architectures and specifically focuses on

virtualization thread programming task programming and map reduce programming there are

examples demonstrating all of these and more with exercises and labs throughout explains how

to make design choices and tradeoffs to consider when building applications to run in a virtual

cloud environment real world case studies include scientific business and energy efficiency

considerations

Multiagent System Technologies 2009-09-19 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of

the 7th german conference on multiagent systems technologies mates 2009 held in hamburg

germany in september 2009 colocated with the 10th international workshop on computational

logic in multi agent systems clima x and the 5th international workshop on modelling of objects

components and agents moca 2009 the 14 revised full papers 10 short papers and 5 exhibition

papers presented together with one invited talk were carefully reviewed and selected from 44

submissions the papers present and discuss the latest advances of research and development in

the area of autonomous agents and multiagent systems ranging from theoretical and

methodological issues to applications in various fields

みんなのAndroidアプリ制作 2012-07-30 作ってわかる スマートフォンアプリ制作 はじめてのandroidアプリ作りから

google playでのアプリ配信まで 無料公開のapp inventorで 実際にアプリを作りながら入門しましょう 豊富なサンプル

には twitterでつぶやくものやgoogleマップで帰路を探すものも 話題のwebサービスにも挑戦しよう 第1部基本編 app

inventorの基本 app inventorとは app inventorの環境作り はじめてのアプリ作り 第2部レシピ編 app inventorレ

シピ クイズアプリを作ろう らく顔アプリを作ろう もぐらたたきアプリを作ろう つぶやきアプリを作ろう プログラミングのタ

ネ 戻ってくるぞ アプリを作ろう 商品検索アプリを作ろう 商品検索つぶやきアプリを作ろう 第3部公開編 アプリの公開方法

とトラブルシューティング アプリの公開方法 トラブルシューティング 自分のapp inventorサーバーを作ろう 第4部資料編

デザイナとブロックエディタで使える部品リスト デザイナで使える部品の解説 ブロックエディタで使える部品の解説

Building and Delivering Microservices on AWS 2023-05-30 quickly deliver microservices with

codecommit codebuild codedeploy and codepipeline using software architecture patterns

microservices and release pipelines purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf

ebook key features learn software architecture and microservices design patterns from an aws

certified professional architect develop microservices using spring boot and automate the release

using codepipeline deploy microservices using codedeploy to ec2 instances containers and on

premises book descriptionreliable automation is crucial for any code change going into production

a release pipeline enables you to deliver features for your users efficiently and promptly aws

codepipeline with its powerful integration and automation capabilities of building testing and

deployment offers a unique solution to common software delivery issues such as outages during

deployment a lack of standard delivery mechanisms and challenges faced in creating sustainable



pipelines you ll begin by developing a java microservice and using aws services such as

codecommit codeartifact and codeguru to manage and review the source code you ll then learn

to use the aws codebuild service to build code and deploy it to aws infrastructure and container

services using the codedeploy service as you advance you ll find out how to provision cloud

infrastructure using cloudformation templates and terraform the concluding chapters will show you

how to combine all these aws services to create a reliable and automated codepipeline for

delivering microservices from source code check in to deployment without any downtime finally

you ll discover how to integrate aws codepipeline with third party services such as bitbucket

blazemeter snyk and jenkins by the end of this microservices book you ll have gained the hands

on skills to build release pipelines for your applications what you will learn understand the basics

of architecture patterns and microservice development get to grips with the continuous integration

and continuous delivery of microservices delve into automated infrastructure provisioning with

cloudformation and terraform explore codecommit codebuild codedeploy and codepipeline

services get familiarized with automated code reviews and profiling using codeguru grasp aws

lambda function basics and automated deployment using codepipeline understand docker basics

and automated deployment to ecs and eks explore the codepipeline integration with jenkins

pipeline and on premises deployment who this book is for this book is for software architects

devops engineers sres and cloud engineers who want to learn more about automating their

release pipelines for modifying features and releasing updates prior knowledge of aws cloud java

maven and git will help you to get the most out of this book

Software Release Methodology 1999 cisco systems product release specialist michael bays

organizes the process and the book into six key elements source code control product build

testing and defect tracking code integration techniques software change management and

release engineering bays presents detailed coverage in every area much of which has never

appeared in a book before better yet he shows how how every stage can be integrated into a

single coherent process that delivers improved quality faster than the haphazard approaches

most companies use today the book is full of well thought out solutions to the problems you re

most likely to encounter and the solutions are scalable so even the smallest company can benefit

from them

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics 2009-08-04 this volume constitutes the proceedings of

the 22nd international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2009 which

was held during august 17 20 2009 in munich germany tphols covers all aspects of theorem

proving in higher order logics as well as related topics in theorem proving and veri cation there

were 55 papers submitted to tphols 2009 in the full research c egory each of which was refereed

by at least three reviewers selected by the programcommittee of these submissions 26



researchpapers and 1 proofpearl were accepted for presentation at the conference and

publication in this v ume in keeping with longstanding tradition tphols 2009 also o ered a venue

for the presentation of emerging trends where researchers invited discussion by means of a brief

introductory talk and then discussed their work at a poster session a supplementary proceedings

volume was published as a 2009 technical report of the technische universit at munc hen the

organizers are grateful to david basin john harrison and wolfram schulte for agreeing to give

invited talks we also invited four tool devel ers to give tutorials about their systems the following

speakers kindly accepted our invitation and we are grateful to them john harrison hol light adam

naumowicz mizar ulf norell agda and carsten schur mann twelf

Production Planning and Control for Semiconductor Wafer Fabrication Facilities 2012-09-12 over

the last fifty plus years the increased complexity and speed of integrated circuits have radically

changed our world today semiconductor manufacturing is perhaps the most important segment of

the global manufacturing sector as the semiconductor industry has become more competitive

improving planning and control has become a key factor for business success this book is

devoted to production planning and control problems in semiconductor wafer fabrication facilities

it is the first book that takes a comprehensive look at the role of modeling analysis and related

information systems for such manufacturing systems the book provides an operations research

and computer science based introduction into this important field of semiconductor manufacturing

related research

Groupware: Design, Implementation, and Use 2003-09-24 this book constitutes the refereed

proceedings of the 9th international workshop on groupware criwg 2003 held in autrans france in

september 2003 the 30 revised full papers presented together with an invited keynote paper were

carefully reviewed and selected from 84 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections

on workspaces and groupware infrastructure tailoring groupware evaluation flexible workflow cscl

awareness supporting collaborative processes workflow management systems context in

groupware supporting communities

プログラミングMicrosoft ASP.NET 4 2012-01-30 本書は programming microsoft asp net 4 microsoft

press 2011 を翻訳したもので asp netのコアテクノロジーを解説しています asp netの仕組み asp netで何ができる

か asp netで行うべきことと行うべきでないこと およびその理由を説明するほか asp netの構成情報 iisとの連携 asp

netアプリケーションのデザインパターン ajaxおよびjqueryといったクライアントサイドテクノロジーも解説しています

Java Internationalization 2001-03-15 czarnecki explores and provides concrete examples for

using the features of java s unicode to create internationalized graphical user interfaces to

correctly format currency dates times and numbers and to ensure font support for different

languages this guide addresses creating internationalized applications using servlets and java

serverpages



End-User Development 2009-02-24 work practices and organizational processes vary widely and

evolve constantly the technological infrastructure has to follow allowing or even supporting these

changes traditional approaches to software engineering reach their limits whenever the full

spectrum of user requirements cannot be anticipated or the frequency of changes makes

software reengineering cycles too clumsy to address all the needs of a specific field of

application moreover the increasing importance of infrastructural aspects particularly the mutual

dependencies between technologies usages and domain competencies calls for a differentiation

of roles beyond the classical user designer dichotomy end user development eud addresses

these issues by offering lightweight use time support which allows users to configure adapt and

evolve their software by themselves eud is understood as a set of methods techniques and tools

that allow users of software systems who are acting as non professional software developers to 1

create modify or extend a software artifact while programming activities by non professional

actors are an essential focus eud also investigates related activities such as collective

understanding and sense making of use problems and solutions the interaction among end users

with regard to the introduction and diffusion of new configurations or delegation patterns that may

also partly involve professional designers

Holonic and Multi-Agent Systems for Manufacturing 2003-08-18 the increasing complexity of

manufacturing systems as well as the overall demands for flexible and fault tolerant control of

production processes stimulates among many others two key emerging technologies that are

already making an important breakthrough in the field of intelligent manufacturing control and

diagnostics these two paradigms are the holonic approach based on the event driven control

strategy usually aimed at modular control systems that are directly physically linked with the

manufacturing hardware equipment and the multi agent approach developed in the area of

distributed information processing the research communities working in both these fields are

approaching the problem of intelligent manufacturing from different viewpoints and until recently

to a certain extent in an independent way we can however observe quite a clear convergence of

these fields in the last few years the communities have started to cooperate joining efforts to

solve the painful problems involved in achieving effective industrial practice we can see

convergence in the terminology standards and methods being applied

Organic Computing — A Paradigm Shift for Complex Systems 2011-04-29 organic computing has

emerged as a challenging vision for future information processing systems its basis is the insight

that we will increasingly be surrounded by and depend on large collections of autonomous

systems which are equipped with sensors and actuators aware of their environment

communicating freely and organising themselves in order to perform actions and services

required by the users these networks of intelligent systems surrounding us open fascinating ap



plication areas and at the same time bear the problem of their controllability hence we have to

construct such systems as robust safe flexible and trustworthy as possible in particular a strong

orientation towards human needs as opposed to a pure implementation of the tech nologically

possible seems absolutely central the technical systems which can achieve these goals will have

to exhibit life like or organic properties organic computing systems adapt dynamically to their

current environmental conditions in order to cope with unexpected or undesired events they are

self organising self configuring self optimising self healing self protecting self explaining and

context aware while offering complementary interfaces for higher level directives with respect to

the desired behaviour first steps towards adaptive and self organising computer systems are

being undertaken adaptivity reconfigurability emergence of new properties and self organisation

are hot top ics in a variety of research groups worldwide this book summarises the results of a 6

year priority research program spp of the german research foundation dfg addressing these

fundamental challenges in the design of organic computing systems it presents and discusses

the theoretical foundations of organic computing basic methods and tools learning techniques

used in this context architectural patterns and many applications the final outlook shows that in

the mean time organic computing ideas have spawned a variety of promising new projects

Creativity in Intelligent Technologies and Data Science 2019-08-29 this two volume set

constitutes the proceedings of the third conference on creativity in intellectual technologies and

data science cit ds 2019 held in volgograd russia in september 2019 the 67 full papers 1 short

paper and 3 keynote papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 231

submissions the papers are organized in topical sections in the two volumes part i cyber physical

systems and big data driven world part ii artificial intelligence and deep learning technologies for

creative tasks intelligent technologies in social engineering

Certified Kubernetes Application Developer (CKAD) Study Guide 2024-05-22 developers with the

ability to operate troubleshoot and monitor applications in kubernetes are in high demand today

to meet this need the cloud native computing foundation created a certification exam to establish

a developer s credibility and value in the job market for work in a kubernetes environment the

certified kubernetes application developer ckad exam format is different from the typical multiple

choice format of other certifications instead the ckad is performance based and requires deep

knowledge under immense time pressure updated to reflect revisions to the official curriculum

made in september 2022 this revised study guide takes you through all the topics you need to

fully prepare for the exam author benjamin muschko also shares his personal experience and

tips learn when and how to apply kubernetes s concepts to manage an application understand

the objectives abilities tips and tricks needed to pass the ckad exam explore the ins and outs of

the kubectl command line tool solve real world kubernetes problems in a hands on command line



environment navigate and solve questions during the ckad exam new topics include deployment

strategies the helm package manager resources that extend kubernetes crd building container

images and more

Programming Google App Engine with Python 2015-06-29 this practical guide shows intermediate

and advanced web and mobile app developers how to build highly scalable python applications in

the cloud with google app engine the flagship of google s cloud platform app engine hosts your

app on infrastructure that grows automatically with your traffic minimizing up front costs and

accommodating unexpected visitors you ll learn hands on how to perform common development

tasks with app engine services and development tools including deployment and maintenance

app engine s python support includes a fast python 2 7 interpreter the standard library and a

wsgi based runtime environment choose from many popular web application frameworks

including django and flask get a hands on introduction to app engine s tools and features using

an example application simulate app engine on your development machine with tools from

google cloud sdk structure your app into individually addressable modules each with its own

scaling configuration exploit the power of the scalable cloud datastore using queries transactions

and data modeling with the ndb library use cloud sql for standard relational databases with app

engine applications learn how to deploy manage and inspect your application on google

infrastructure

Visual Basic 2005 Recipes 2007-10-31 this book is an invaluable companion when tackling a

wide range of visual basic 2005 problems it meets your need for fast effective solutions to the

difficulties you encounter in your coding projects the book collates these problems and explains

their available solutions these one stop solutions have been chosen with professional developers

in mind and feature a careful balance of code and text the code gives you everything you need

to solve the problem at hand while the accompanying text carefully explains how it solves your

problem and more importantly why it works the way it does

日経Linux 2017年9月号 [雑誌] 2017-08-08 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適

しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 電子版に

は冊子付録のコンテンツも収録しておりますが 綴込みdvd rom付録の収録はございません ただしdvd romに収録したコン

テンツの一部 記事で利用したプログラムなど は読者限定サイトからダウンロードしてご利用いただけます 電子化にあたり 著

作権 使用権のない記事 写真 図表は掲載しておりません また 紙の本に付録が付いている場合 電子書籍 雑誌には含まれないこ

ともあります 予めご了承ください 特集1 linuxだからできること100 linuxだからできる特別な遊び方が大集合 コンテンツ

の創作から配信まで全部楽しむ snsやスマホ 外部のパソコンと何でも連携 容量不足とデータ消滅の不安を解消 とことんコマ

ンドにこだわりスピード処理 ハードもソフトも自分好みにチューンアップ 悪い奴らも諦める強固な防壁を構築 会社や自宅で

誰とでもスムーズな意思疎通 特集2 webで試せる人工知能 チャットボット 音声読み上げ 画像認識を提供するamazonai

性格判断やニュース分析にも対応 githubが充実したwatson 5分野30種の多様なapiがあるmicrosoft cognitive



services 特集3 黒板消しの置き方で記録を始める ホワイトボード撮影マシン

Oracle APEX Best Practices 2012-11-05 in clearly written chapters you will be guided through

different aspects of oracle application express varying from setting up your environment to

maximizing sql and pl sql examples are given based on a simple but appealing case this book is

filled with best practices on how to make the most of oracle apex developers beginning with

application development as well as those who are experienced will benefit from this book you will

need to have basic knowledge of sql and pl sql to follow the examples in this book

The Industrial Information Technology Handbook 2018-10-03 the industrial information technology

handbook focuses on existing and emerging industrial applications of it and on evolving trends

that are driven by the needs of companies and by industry led consortia and organizations

emphasizing fast growing areas that have major impacts on industrial automation and enterprise

integration the handbook covers topics such as industrial communication technology sensors and

embedded systems the book is organized into two parts part 1 presents material covering new

and quickly evolving aspects of it part 2 introduces cutting edge areas of industrial it the

handbook presents material in the form of tutorials surveys and technology overviews combining

fundamentals and advanced issues with articles grouped into sections for a cohesive and

comprehensive presentation the text contains 112 contributed reports by industry experts from

government companies at the forefront of development and some of the most renowned

academic and research institutions worldwide several of the reports on recent developments

actual deployments and trends cover subject matter presented to the public for the first time

Job Scheduling Strategies for Parallel Processing 1996-10-16 this book constitutes the strictly

refereed post workshop proceedings of the international workshop on job scheduling strategies

for parallel processing held in conjunction with ipps 96 symposium in honolulu hawaii in april

1996 the book presents 15 thoroughly revised full papers accepted for inclusion on the basis of

the reports of at least five program committee members the volume is a highly competent

contribution to advancing the state of the art in the area of job scheduling for parallel

supercomputers among the topics addressed are job scheduler workload evolution gang

scheduling multiprocessor scheduling parallel processor allocation and distributed memory

environments
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